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Abstract: This paper presents a study with four independent samples on the validity of cognitive
reflection (CR) for predicting job performance and academic outcomes. The results showed that
CR was a valid predictor of academic outcomes (i.e., grades and exam marks) and job performance
(i.e., assessment center ratings). The magnitude of the CR validity was similar to the validity of
GMA. Moreover, we found that CR and GMA were moderately correlated, and multiple regression
analyses showed that CR added a small amount of validity over GMA validity for predicting both
types of performance. Finally, we discuss the implications of the findings for the theory and practice
of predicting performance and organizational sustainability.
Keywords: organizational sustainability; sustainable employability; cognitive reflection; job
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1. Introduction
Sustainability refers to concerns with the effects of human practices on the physical environment
and how to conserve and recycle natural resources in an efficient way but, recently, the impact of
organizations on the physical environment has also been a focus of interest, and some organizations are
now called “green” organizations to reflect the extent of their effective management of organizational
and individual environmental-related behaviors [1–4]. However, as Pfeffer [5] pointed out, we should
also be concerned with the organizational effects on the social environment, because organizations and
their managerial practices have profound impacts on human beings and social environments. To this
purpose, Pfeffer [5] coined the term organizational sustainability (OS) to refer to how organizational
activities and human management practices affect employee health, well-being, and performance
sustainably. Sustainable performance at work means maximizing job performance, as well as worker
health and well-being. As suggested by Di Fabio [6], sustainable performance is a necessary condition
to foster positive, healthy organizations.
An important issue related to OS is sustainable employability (SE), which has been conceptualized
as employees’ abilities to function adequately at work and in the labor market throughout their working
lives [7,8]. OS and SE are two critical factors in the capacity of organizations to implement structures,
processes, and dynamics that can ensure their development, progress, continuity, and endurance,
as well as their capacity to renew and recycle; i.e., to be sustainable.
Both concepts, OS and SE, may be integrated within the framework of the psychology of
sustainability and sustainable development (PSSD), defined by DiFabio [2] and Di Fabio and Rosen [9]
as the study of the psychological variables and processes to improve the quality of life of each
human being with and in the environments (e.g., natural, personal, social, and organizational).
The PSSD aims to enhance the sustainability of intra and interpersonal talents to promote effective
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and sustainable well-being for individuals, groups, organizations, and societies from a psychological
research perspective.
SE is a characteristic of the individual (i.e., actual and potential employees) that depends on
personal factors (e.g., cognitive abilities, rationality, knowledge, personality, motivation, education,
and so on), work factors (e.g., job complexity; role clarity; leadership practices), organizational factors
(e.g., selection and assessment practices, culture), and societal factors (e.g., political and legal system).
As conceptualized by van der Klink et al. [7], and Fleuren et al. [8], SE is a multidimensional/multifaceted
construct that can be defined as the degree to which individuals are able to be employed throughout
their entire working life. SE is the responsibility of both employees and employers to maintain the
employee’s ability to work, as the employee’s capacity to perform efficiently depends on individual,
work, and organizational factors. SE means that, throughout their working lives, workers can achieve
tangible opportunities in the form of a set of capabilities. Research on the role of cognitive processes
and factors (e.g., dual-processing, cognitive reflection) and on individual differences (e.g., cognitive
abilities, personality) is critical for a comprehensive explanatory model of SE and its effects on employee
job performance and well-being.
The challenges of the current labor market (e.g., innovation, competitiveness, and increased
productivity) have shown that OS and SE have become increasingly relevant for both organizations as
employers and individuals as employees [5]. Organizations must develop effective processes for hiring,
developing, maintaining, and motivating employees to achieve organizational goals. Simultaneously,
individuals need to provide organizations with abilities, knowledge, and skill for ensuring productivity
and innovation at work.
Among the processes that help organizations to become sustainable, their entry processes
(i.e., selection and assessment processes; socialization processes) are particularly important, because
they allow organizations to improve performance and productivity, reduce turnover, insure working
life conditions of quality, reduce absenteeism, and increase job satisfaction, fairness, and inclusiveness.
Therefore, a fundamental requirement for effective OS and SE is that the selection processes allow the
incorporation of potential employees with high performance. To this respect, sustainable personnel
selection can be conceptualized as an organizational intervention that focuses on the individual having
(a) right cognitive, emotional, and social abilities, personality, skills, knowledge, and competences to
perform the job, (b) on individual high-performance and productivity aspects (e.g., task performance,
citizenship behavior; innovation, knowledge sharing), and (c) on long-term effects of individual
behavior at work. Organizations need highly innovative and productive workers to survive, and
personnel selection can help to identify those workers. Hiring highly innovative, high-performance
employees is of critical importance for building sustainable organizations. Selection processes are the
first step for successful and sustainable organizational entry.
Depending on how they are managed, personnel selection practices can have positive or negative
consequences on employees’ life and individual job performance, and on the organizations as a whole.
For example, sustainable selection practices can improve person-job fit and person-organization fit
producing inclusive and discrimination-free workplaces [10]. “Bad” selection practices can create
adverse impact, discrimination at work, unfairness, and exclusiveness.
A great deal of research has examined the validity of personnel selection procedures for predicting
organizational criteria and, particularly, individual and organizational performance. Literally,
thousands of studies have been conducted for estimating, among others, the relationships between
performance and general cognitive ability, emotional intelligence, personality, interviews, assessment
center, and work-sample tests. However, no studies tested the validity of cognitive reflection (CR) for
predicting job performance and training success (e.g., academic outcomes). Moreover, another scarcely
explored issue is the relationship of CR with general mental ability, when the two variables are used
for predicting performance. A third untested issue is whether CR shows incremental validity over
general mental validity for predicting job performance and training success.
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This article aims to shed further light on four neglected (and critical) issues that current
organizational psychology research has overlooked: (a) to review the conceptualization of CR
and the research conducted until now related to organizational settings; (b) to examine the validity of
CR for predicting academic performance and job performance; (c) to estimate the relationship between
CR and general mental ability; and (d) to determine the incremental validity of CR over GMA for
predicting these two crucial outcomes for building a sustainable organization.
2. The Dual-Process Theory of Cognition and Cognitive Reflection
The view that the human mind operates through two types of highly differentiated cognitive
processes has been proposed in several psychological disciplines, including cognitive, social, and
personality psychology and neuroscience [11–19]. This consensus view of mind has been termed
Dual-Process Theory (DPT) of cognition, and it is one the most relevant approaches in the study of
human rationality [20,21].
The DPT of cognition distinguishes between two processing systems, System 1 (S1) and System 2
(S2) [13,19,22]. On occasion, S1 is also called Type 1 processes, and S2 is called Type 2 processes. S1 is
fast, impulsive, automatic, unconscious, is always active, and operates in parallel with no (or little)
effort and without interfering with other Type 1 processes or with Type 2 processing [13,21,23]. S2 is
slow, purposeful, reflective, and operates with effort and concentration. S2 is mainly serial, controlled,
works linearly, and one of its most important functions is to override S1 [13,21,23]. S1 encompasses
processes that imply affective (emotional) responses, related to unconscious experiences and learning,
and with rules and principles that have been automatized (because they were introduced by S2).
Furthermore, S1 tends to operate using heuristics, biases, and shortcomings that help it to function
quickly and without effort [13,23]. However, S2 runs with great attention and concentration. It is
capable of solving complex problems with high accuracy, but is computationally expensive. Because of
these last characteristics, Toplak, West, and Stanovich [24] suggested that human beings are “cognitive
misers” due to the tendency of our brain to avoid the cognitive cost implied in activating the S2.
Therefore, we tend to process with S1, i.e., using cognitive shortcomings that require less effort and
concentration, although this can cause less accurate and much more biased responses.
Concerning the DPT of cognition, Kahneman and Frederick [14] developed the concept of
“cognitive reflection” (CR), which has been defined as the capacity of an individual to annulate (stop)
the first impulsive response, frequently wrong, that our mind offers (typical of S1) and to activate the
reflection mechanisms (i.e., S2) that allow us to find a response, make a decision, or carry out a specific
behavior in a more reflexive and correct way [14,25].
Frederick [25] developed a test to assess the individual differences in the activation of the two
systems of processing. This evaluative procedure is known as the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT).
The CRT consists of three apparently simple arithmetical problems that provoke an immediate and
wrong response. The individual has to suppress this answer in favor of an alternative one, which is
reflective, deliberative, and correct [20,26].
A relevant characteristic (and limitation) of Frederick’s CRT is that the distributions of scores show
substantial degrees of kurtosis and skewness, and that the scores are not normally distributed (see,
for instance, [25] Table 1, p. 29). These characteristics render problematic the use of typical bivariate
and multivariate statistical analyses that assume bivariate and multivariate normality (e.g., correlation,
ANOVA, multiple regression, structural equation modeling) and the estimation of some psychometric
proprieties (e.g., internal consistency). Due to the non-normal distribution of the scores, some of
the effect-size estimates obtained in the studies on the relationship between the CRT and other
variables (e.g., intelligence) might not be robust findings. Currently, several additional tests can
assess cognitive reflection, and they were developed for overcoming the psychometric limitations
of the CRT. For instance, the CRT-10 [27] evaluates CR using10 items for avoiding the large kurtosis
and skewness found with the Frederick’s [25] CRT test. Other CR tests have been developed in the
last few years, for instance, by Baron, Scott, Fincher, and Metz [28], Böckenholt [29], Borghans and
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Golsteyn [30], Finucane and Gullion [31], Grossman, van der Weele, and Andrijevik [32], Kinnunen
and Windmann [33], Mata and Almeida [34], Mata, Fiedler, Ferreira, and Almeida [35], Mendonça [36],
Primi, Morsanyi, Chiesi, Donati, and Hamilton [37], Reuben, Sapienza, and Zingales [38], Shtulman
and McCallum [39], Thomson and Oppenheimer [40], and Toplak et al. [24]. Many of these tests
consisted of the three original items of Frederick [25] plus one, two, three, or four new items.
Despite that, the CRT has been used in numerous studies, which showed that high scores in this
test are associated with very different aspects of everyday life. For instance, individuals scoring high
in the CRT obtained better results in decision-making tasks, showed less risk aversion and greater
patience of recompense return [25,41,42], they are capable of better interpreting the humor scenes [43],
showed less tendency to religious beliefs and beliefs in paranormal issues [44–46], they achieved better
strategic behaviors [47], and, in general, they used fewer heuristics and committed less cognitive biases
in reasoning [13,48–50]. These results seem to indicate that higher scores in CRT could be associated
with higher performance and productivity in several areas of our life (e.g., in the personnel field,
academic field, and occupational field). This trait would imply the efficient management of cognitive
resources and social resources to maximizing the outcomes. Therefore, the organizations could be
interested in hiring people with this trait to help it function more sustainably.
3. Cognitive Reflection, Job Performance, Academic Performance, and General Mental Ability
Although the predictive capacity of Frederick’s CRT has been examined in very different situations,
and with various criteria, there are five issues in which research is scarce or non-existent. The first one
refers to the prediction of academic outcomes. There are some studies on the relationship between the
CRT and the academic outcomes (e.g., grade point average; GPA), but the findings are non-conclusive.
For instance, Insler, Compton, and Schmitt [51] found a correlation coefficient of 0.31 (n = 364) between
the CRT and GPA, and Toplak et al. [24] found a correlation coefficient of 0.23 (n = 160) between the
CRT and the self-reported GPA. However, Corgnet, Hernán Gonzalez, and Mateo [52] did not find a
relationship between the CRT and GPA (r = 0.04; n = 264). The second issue refers to the relationship
between CR and job performance. To the best of our knowledge, this relationship has not been examined
until now. On the one hand, academic performance (achievement) is the most relevant measure of
university success and, at the same time, is a consistent predictor of job performance [53]. On the
other hand, job performance is the primary individual dependent variable in work and organizational
studies. Therefore, the first two goals of this research are to examine the predictive capacity of the CRT
to predict academic performance and job performance, as these two criteria are particularly relevant
from an applied point of view.
A third issue that deserves more research is the relationship between the CRT and general mental
ability (GMA), and some specific cognitive abilities (e.g., numerical reasoning). Several studies have
found that there is a moderate correlation between CRT and GMA (e.g., [25,42,54–56]). The magnitude
of the correlation ranged from 0.17 to 0.64. Also, it has been found that the CRT is strongly correlated
with the numerical ability (e.g., [31,42,54,55,57]) and that this ability has a role in the right solution of
the arithmetical problems presented in the CRT items [58]. However, these studies have two limitations.
The first one is related to the fact that the CRT score is not normally distributed and presents high
skew and kurtosis. Consequently, the Pearson correlations can be severely affected by these biases.
The second limitation is that the true correlation between the CRT and GMA was not estimated. It is well
known that the observed correlations underestimate the true correlation due to the joint effect of two
artifacts: the measurement error and the potential range restriction in both variables [59–61]. In other
words, all of the observed coefficients reported until now have systematically underestimated the true
correlation between CRT and GMA. Therefore, it seems necessary to examine the true relationship
between the CRT and GMA after controlling for these artifactual errors. This would be the third
research goal.
The fourth unexplored issue is about the capacity of GMA and CRT for predicting academic
performance and job performance together has not been studied. Multiple primary studies and several
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meta-analyses have examined the validity of GMA for predicting job performance (e.g., [62–65]).
The main conclusion is that GMA is the best predictor of job performance and training proficiency,
and that the validity generalizes across organizations, jobs, and samples. The validity of GMA to
predict academic performance has also been studied through meta-analysis, and the findings have
demonstrated the existence of a positive and consistent relationship between GMA and academic
performance (e.g., [66–72]). A recent meta-analysis conducted by Salgado and Moscoso [73] found
an average true correlation of the GMA of 0.44 and 0.62 to predict job performance and academic
performance, respectively. We aim, as the fourth objective, to examine the multiple correlation of GMA
and CRT to predict these two criteria and test whether the CRT shows incremental validity over and
beyond GMA for predicting these criteria.
A fifth unexamined issue that must be mentioned is related to the fact that all the studies carried
out with the CRT reported the observed correlation coefficients only. It is well-known that the observed
correlation underestimates the true relationship between the two correlated variables. In other words,
the observed correlation indicates how well one fallible measure predicts another fallible measure [59].
The fallibility of the measures is mainly due to three statistical artifacts: the predictor reliability,
the criterion reliability, and the range restriction in the predictor [59–61,74,75]. However, if one wants to
know how the true variances of the two variables are related (i.e., the true-score correlation between the
two variables), it must be taken into account the reliability of the measures and the potential effects of
range restriction. To the best of our knowledge, no published study corrected the observed correlations
for measurement errors and range restriction. Therefore, all reported correlations of the relationship
between CR and a second variable are an underestimation of the true magnitude of the relationship.
This is important because the researchers seem to be interested in the true correlation rather than
relations between fallible measures (e.g., [21,23,24,56]). Therefore, for modeling the relationships at the
construct-level among CR, GMA, and performance, the true correlations (i.e., the observed correlation
corrected for measurement errors and range restriction) should be used, and this will be the fifth
objective of this research.
In summary, this research has five main objectives. The first two goals are to test the validity of CR
to predict job performance and to predict academic performance by using a CR measure that overcomes
the limitations of Frederick’s CRT mentioned above. The third goal is to estimate the true-correlation
between CR and GMA. The fourth goal is to determine the joint true-correlation capacity of GMA and
CR for predicting job performance and academic performance, and the fifth goal is to know whether
CR shows incremental validity over GMA validity for the prediction of these two criteria.
Based on the literature review and the findings mentioned above, we posit the following
three hypotheses:
Hypothesis 1. Cognitive reflection predicts job performance and academic performance.
Hypothesis 2. Cognitive reflection correlated moderately with GMA.




To test the hypotheses posited and fulfill the objectives of this research, we collected four
independent samples. We describe the characteristics of the samples below.
Sample 1. 100 students from the University of Santiago de Compostela participated in the study.
The average age was 22.31 years old (SD = 2.93), and 47% were women. All students were offered the
chance to participate in the study as a voluntary activity for the development of their skills.
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Sample 2. 318 students from the University of Santiago de Compostela belonging to different
degrees took part. The average age was 21.50 years old (SD = 3.42), and 69.5% were women. All students
participated voluntarily in the study.
Sample 3. The sample consisted of 130 students from the University of Santiago de Compostela,
belonging to different degrees. The average age of the sample was 21.38 (SD = 4.25), and 69.23%
were women.
Sample 4. The sample 4 consisted of 157 students from the Faculty of Business of the University
of Santiago de Compostela. 68.2% were second-year students, and the rest were final-year students.
The average age was 20.84 years old (SD = 1.69), and 49% were women.
4.2. Measures
Cognitive Reflection. In all samples, cognitive reflection was measured with a compound created
with the 10 items of the Cognitive Reflection Test developed by Salgado [27] and the 3 items originally
designed by Frederick [25]. This compound measure of CR will be called CRT-13 in this research. Each
item consists of a small arithmetical problem that is solved by simple calculations. Participants had to
answer each item by choosing, from among two answer choices, the answer they consider to be correct.
One of the answer options would represent the impulsive and erroneous answer offered by our system
1; the other would represent the reflexive and correct answer offered by S2. The participants did not
have a time limit to complete the test. The scores could range from 0 (no item answered correctly)
to 13 (all items answered correctly). Therefore, high scores in this measure indicate greater cognitive
reflection. The reliability of the CRT-13 ranged from 0.76 to 0.82 (average rxx = 0.79; n = 705). Table 1
shows the CRT-13 reliability coefficient for each of the samples.
General Mental Ability. In samples 1, 2, and 3, GMA was measured with a Spanish version of the
Wonderlic Personnel Test (WPT; [76]). The WPT consists of 50 items that should be answered in 12 min.
The WPT score ranges from 0 (no items completed correctly) to 50 (all items completed correctly). High
scores in the WPT indicate greater GMA. Table 1 shows the reliability coefficient for each of the three
samples. The reliability ranged from 0.77 to 0.81 (average rxx = 0.80; n = 548).
In Sample 4, Cattell’s “g” Factor Test was used as a measure of GMA [77]. In this sample, the scale
3, form A, composed of 4 sub-tests, was applied. The participants had 121/2 min to complete the
test. The scores range from 0 (no items answered correctly) to 50 (all items answered correctly).
The reliability was 0.67 (n = 157).
Job Performance. In Sample 1, the overall rating of an assessment center (AC) was used as a job
performance measure. The AC consisted of four exercises: (1) an in-basket test; (2) a speech about
some of the proposed topics and their subsequent exposure to the evaluators, and (3) two group
discussions. Four judges evaluated the participants in six competencies considered relevant to perform
a job. The interrater reliability was 0.84 for the overall score. The assessed competencies were: (a) work
organization and planning, (b) argumentation of their proposals and interventions, (c) thoroughness in
carrying out the tasks and the presentation, (d) oral communication, (e) contribution to teamwork, and
(f) initiative in the group discussions. To carry out the evaluations, the judges used behavioral-anchored
rating scales (BARS) from 1 to 5, for each of the competencies, where 1 indicated poor performance
and 5 showed excellent performance. The overall rating of the AC performance consisted of the sum
of the scores of the six competencies.
Academic Performance. The academic performance served as the criterion variable in samples 2, 3,
and 4. Three different measures were used in these samples, as described below.
(A) Grade Point Average (GPA). In sample 2, the average of the academic grades of each participant
was used as a measure of academic performance. The grades were taken from the official transcript
with the permission of the participants. High scores indicated better academic performance.
Research has shown that the GPA has acceptable internal reliability and temporal stability [78,79].
In this sense, Salgado and Tauriz [79] developed an empirical distribution of GPA reliability and
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found an average reliability coefficient of 0.83. This coefficient is widely accepted and used and
was the reliability coefficient used in sample 2 for this criterion measure.
(B) University Entry Score (UES). The performance measure used in sample 3 was the university
entry score. The Spanish university system requires the student to pass an official exam to be
accepted into the university. The score on this exam determines the type of university degrees
(e.g., Law, Economics, Engineering, and so on) that the individual can study. Each participant
voluntarily provided a copy of the official document containing the UES. The UES ranges from
5 to 10 (scores below 5 means fail, and the student is not granted for the university degrees).
The assumed reliability was 0.83.
(C) Exam Mark. In sample 4, the criterion used was the mark achieved by the participants in the final
exam of one of the subjects (e.g., marketing). The scores range from 0 to 10, where the higher
scores indicated better performance, and 5 is the cutoff point of pass-fail. The raw scores were
transformed in z-scores to control the differences in the subjects. The assumed reliability was 0.83.
4.3. Procedure
The testing of sample 1 was conducted in two sessions. The first session lasted 4 h and 30 min,
where participants covered a GMA test and participated in an assessment center (AC). The second
session took place a few weeks later, and the participants answered the CRT-13. In return for their
participation, the subjects received an economic bonus of 10 euros.
The testing of samples 2, 3, and 4 was conducted in a single session. During the testing session,
the participants answered a GMA test and the CRT measure. At the end of the session, the participants
of sample 2 voluntarily provided a copy of the official transcript, and the participants of sample 3
provided a copy of their university entry score. In the case of sample 4, the grade on a marketing exam
served as the criterion of academic performance. Each participant received 10 euros as compensation
for their collaboration in the study.
4.4. Statistical Analyses
To correct for measurement error in the dependent and independent variables, we have used
the formula to correct the observed correlation for attenuation (e.g., [60,61]). This formula requires
knowing the reliability coefficient of the CRT-13 and the GMA test, and the reliability coefficient of job
performance and academic performance.
Regarding range restriction (RR), we have used the formula to correct for direct RR developed by
Schmidt and Hunter [61]. The formula of RR correction requires knowing the degree of homogeneity
presented in the sample, indicated by u value. Table 1 reported the u-values for CRT and GMA in
these samples.
Consequently, the artifacts considered here were the predictor reliability, the reliability of the
performance measures, and the direct range restriction in the predictor variables. The three artifacts
reduce the real size of the correlations, and their effects are cumulative [61]. True score correlation
represents the correlation between CR and GMA in the absence of artifactual errors. Therefore,
true score correlation is used for modeling the relationships between CR, GMA, and criteria at the
construct-level [61,80].
Every sample was individuality corrected for the three artifacts, to obtain the cumulative value of
the true correlations between variables. According to Schmidt and Hunter [61], three phases were
carried out to compute the meta-analysis. Firstly, every sample was corrected individually for the three
artifacts. Then, the results of the samples were combined. Finally, the mean and variance of true effect
size correlations were estimated.
To test the hypotheses, we carried out a series of multiple regression (MR) analyses. Methodologists
advise researchers that measurement error and range restriction (when appropriate) should be
controlled (corrected) when MR, structural equation modeling, and other multivariate techniques are
used to analyze the relationships among dependent (criterion) and independent (predictors) variables
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(e.g., [60,61,81]). The basis for the recommendation is that the imperfect measurement of X and Y,
and range restriction produce a violation of some fundamental assumptions of MR and, consequently,
the parameters estimated are biased, for instance, reducing the squared multiple correlation and the
size of the standardized regression weights (Betas). In other words, the researcher must be sure that
the variables are perfectly reliable, and, therefore, the observed correlations must be corrected for
measurement error in both variables X and Y [61,81].
Another critical issue in MR analysis is that the multiple correlation (R), the square multiple
correlation (R2), and the adjusted-square multiple correlation (adjusted R2) are biased because MR
analysis capitalizes on chance. A more efficient estimate of the effect size is the squared population
cross-validity coefficient (R2cv), which can be obtained by formulae. Monte Carlo examinations of the
effectiveness of various R2cv formulas agreed that the one proposed by Browne [82] outperformed
other formulae [83–85]. Therefore, we have used Browne’s formula for estimating the squared
population cross-validity.
5. Results
We conducted three sets of statistical analyses. The first one is the analysis of the correlation
between GMA and CR with the performance measures. The second set is a series of quantitative
syntheses (i.e., psychometric meta-analyses) conducted to establish the best estimate of the relationship
between GMA and CR, GMA and the academic performance measures, and CR and the academic
performance measures. The third set was two MR analyses conducted to estimate the joint capacity of
GMA and CR for predicting job and academic performance, and to determine the degree of incremental
validity of CR over GMA for predicting these two dependent variables.
Table 1 reports the results of the correlation analysis for the four samples. From left to right, the first
three columns indicate the mean, standard deviation, and range restriction values of the variables.
The next three columns report the correlation between the variables. The observed correlations appear
below the diagonal, and the true correlations appear above the diagonal. The reliability of the measures
appears between parentheses in the diagonal.
Table 1. Descriptive statistics, range restriction value, reliability, and correlations among the variables
in the four samples.
Variable X SD u CR GMA Performance
Sample 1 (n = 100)
CR 8.68 3.54 1.03 (0.84) 0.65 ** 0.37 **
GMA 25.69 6.01 1.05 0.55 ** (0.81) 0.44 **
JP 20.37 3.05 - 0.32 ** 0.36 ** (0.84)
Sample 2 (n = 318)
CR 8.33 3.41 0.99 (0.78) 0.46 ** 0.24 **
GMA 22.18 5.00 0.88 0.33 ** (0.81) 0.28 **
GPA 6.93 0.86 - 0.19 ** 0.20 ** (0.83) †
Sample 3 (n = 130)
CR 7.46 3.17 0.92 (0.77) 0.68 ** 0.54 **
GMA 23.23 5.17 0.91 0.50 ** (0.77) 0.68 **
UES 7.20 1.22 - 0.41 ** 0.50 ** (0.83) †
Sample 4 (n = 157)
CR 7.67 3.45 1.00 (0.81) 0.50 ** 0.18 **
GMA 22.46 4.26 1.00 0.37 ** (0.67) 0.26 **
EM 0.00 1.00 - 0.15 * 0.19 ** (0.83) †
Note. The observed correlations appear below the diagonal and the true correlations appear above the diagonal.
CR = cognitive reflection; GMA = general mental ability; JP = job performance; GPA = grade point average;
UES = university ENTRY score; EM = exam mark; u = range restriction value. The coefficients reported between
parentheses in the diagonal of the matrix are the reliability coefficients. † Taken from Salgado and Tauriz [79] and
Salgado and Moscoso [73]. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01.
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The results showed that CR and GMA were valid predictors of job and academic performance
in the four samples. In the case of job performance, the observed correlation between CR and job
performance was 0.32 (p < 0.001), which shows that CR is a relevant predictor of this performance
measure. The observed validity of CR was 0.19 (p < 0.001) for predicting GPA, it was 0.41 (p < 0.001)
for predicting the university entrance score, and it was 0.15 (p < 0.10) for predicting the exam mark.
Therefore, the results supported Hypothesis 1.
Concerning the results for GMA, as can be seen, GMA predicted job performance very efficiently.
The observed validity was 0.36 (p < 0.001), which is a similar value to the one found in the meta-analyses
of the relationship between GMA and job performance for occupations of high level of job complexity
(e.g., [63,73,86]. Regarding the educational performance criteria, the correlations of GMA were 0.20
(p < 0.001), 0.50 (p < 0.001), and 0.19 (p < 0.02) with GPA, UES, and EG, respectively.
The observed correlations between GMA and CR ranged from 0.33 to 0.55, and the weighted-sample
average correlation was 0.40 (p < 0.001), which is a substantial correlation. When this correlation was
corrected for predictor and criterion reliability, and range restriction in GMA, the true correlations
ranged from 0.46 to 0.68, and the weighted-sample average true correlation was 0.56. Therefore, this
empirical evidence supported Hypothesis 2.
As we have obtained the correlation between CR and GMA in four independent samples and the
correlations of CR and GMA with education outcomes in three independent samples, it is possible to
conduct three quantitative syntheses (i.e., meta-analyses), with correction for artifacts (i.e., sample
size, criterion reliability, predictor reliability, and range restriction). The first quantitative synthesis is
about the relationship between CR and GMA, the second one is about the relationships between GMA
and the educational performance, and the third one is about the relationship between CR and the
educational performance. To conduct these quantitative syntheses, we used the meta-analysis method
developed by Schmidt and Hunter [61], implemented in the software program developed by Schmidt
and Le [87]. The software program corrects the observed correlations for the reliability of predictor,
criterion, and range restriction, and it corrects the observed variance for the following four artifactual
errors, sample size, predictor reliability, criterion reliability, and range restriction.
Table 2 reports the results of these quantitative syntheses. From left to right, the first two columns
reflect the number of independent samples that have been integrated into each meta-analysis and the
total sample size. The next four columns show the observed validity, the standard deviation of the
observed validity, the true correlation (%), and the standard deviation of the true correlation. The last
three columns refer to the percentage of variance explained by artifactual errors, 90% credibility value,
and the 95% confidence interval of %.
Table 2. Quantitative syntheses of the results of samples 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Relationship N K rxy SDr % SDρ %VE 90%CV 95%CIρ
GMA-CR 705 4 0.40 0.056 0.56 0.000 100 0.56 0.48/0.64
GMA-AP 605 3 0.26 0.123 0.36 0.139 28 0.18 0.17/0.54
CR-AP 605 3 0.23 0.096 0.28 0.100 43 0.15 0.13/0.43
Note. GMA = general mental ability; CR = cognitive reflection; AP = academic performance; N = sample size; K =
number of independent samples; rxy = weighted-sample average observed correlation; SDr = standard deviation of
rxy; % = true correlation; SDρ = standard deviation of true correlation; %VE = percentage of variance in corrected
correlations attributable to all artifacts; CV = credibility value; CIρ = confidence interval of true correlation.
Regarding the relationship between GMA and CR, the observed validity was 0.40, and, once
corrected for lack of reliability in the measure of the predictor and the criterion and for indirect restriction
in the range of the predictor, the true correlation was 0.56. The percentage of variance explained
by artifactual errors was 100%. The 90%CV was 0.56, indicating that the results are generalizable.
The lower and upper limits of the 95% confidence interval for % were 0.48 and 0.64, which showed that
the true correlation is highly significant.
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The second meta-analysis shows the validity of GMA to predict performance. In this case,
the observed validity weighted by sample size was 0.26, and the true correlation was 0.36.
The percentage of variance explained by artifactual errors was 28%. The lower and upper limits of
the 95% confidence intervals were both positive and, therefore, showed that the true correlation was
statistically significant. The 90%CV was also positive and different from zero, indicating that GMA
generalized its validity for predicting educational performance measures.
The third meta-analysis was about the validity of CR to predict performance. The observed
validity was 0.23, and the true correlation was 0.28. The variance accounted for by the artifactual errors
was 43%. The 90%CV was positive and different from zero, showing evidence of validity generalization.
The lower and upper limits of the 95%CI showed that the true correlation was statistically significant.
Finally, in order to establish the joint capacity of GMA and CR to predict job and academic
performance, and the incremental validity of CR over the GMA validity, we conducted two analyses
of multiple regression (MR). The first MR analysis was performed using the correlations reported in
Table 1. The second MR analysis was done with the true correlations found in the three meta-analyses
reported in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4 report the results of these two MR analyses. The two tables
indicate the multiple correlation (R), the explained variance (R2), adjusted R2, statistical estimate of the
cross-validated square multiple correlation (R2cv), betas for GMA and CR, and the incremental validity
of CR.
As can be seen in Table 3, the joint effect of GMA and CR on job performance was 0.465, and the
magnitude of the incremental validity of CR over GMA was 0.025. Therefore, R was larger than the
correlation of GMA and CR with job performance considered individually. The examination of the
Beta weights shows that they were positive and marginally significant (p < 0.10), which means that
both variables contributed to the explanation of the job performance variance.
Table 3. Multiple regression analysis of the joint relationship of GMA and CR with job performance.
Variable R R2 R2adj R2cv Rcv F p
GMA + CR 0.465 0.216 0.200 0.190 0.437 13.35 0.000
∆ CR over GMA 0.025
Beta GMA 0.340 (p = 0.002)
Beta CR 0.180 (p = 0.10)
Note. GMA = general mental ability; CR = cognitive reflection; R2adj = adjusted squared multiple correlation; R2cv =
statistical estimated of the population squared cross-validated multiple regression; Rcv = statistical estimated of the
population cross-validated multiple regression.
The joint predictive effect of GMA and CR on academic performance appears in Table 4. The results
are very similar to the one found for job performance. The multiple correlation was 0.372, and the
incremental validity of CR over GMA was 0.012. Once again, R was larger than the correlation of
GMA and CR with academic performance, respectively. Also, the Beta weights were positive and
statistically significant, and, consequently, both variables contributed to the explanation of the academic
performance variance. Therefore, as a whole, the results reported in Tables 3 and 4, concerning the
incremental validity of CR over GMA, give support to the Hypotheses 3.
Table 4. Multiple regression analysis of the joint relationship of GMA and CR with academic performance.
Variable R R2 R2adj R2cv Rcv F p
GMA + CR 0.372 0.139 0.136 0.132 0.363 48.41 0.000
∆ CR over GMA 0.012
Beta GMA 0.296 (p = 0.000)
Beta CR 0.114 (p = 0.013)
Note. GMA = general mental ability; CR = cognitive reflection; R2adj = adjusted squared multiple correlation; R2cv =
statistical estimated of the population squared cross-validated multiple regression; Rcv = statistical estimated of the
population cross-validated multiple regression.
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6. Discussion
Their selection processes are one of the factors that help organizations to become sustainable
because they allow organizations to improve performance and productivity, hiring highly innovative
and high-performance employees. Thousands of studies have been published for estimating the ability
of several individual differences to predict performance. However, the validity of cognitive reflection
to predict performance has not been investigated. The purpose of this research was to extend the
current knowledge on CR by examining: (1) the relationship of CR with job performance and academic
outcomes, (2) the relationship of CR with GMA, and (3) whether CR added validity over GMA validity
for predicting these two critical criteria.
This research has made several unique contributions to the literature on CR. The first unique
contribution has been to show that CR is a relevant predictor of job performance and educational
outcomes, and that the magnitude of the validity is similar or even more substantial than the validity
of other well-studied predictors (e.g., cognitive abilities, personality dimensions; [88–90]). Moreover,
in the case of academic performance, the findings showed that CR was a valid predictor for the
three types of educational outcomes (i.e., GPA, UEM, and EG). According to our findings, the best
estimate of the relationship between CR and job performance is 0.37, and the best estimate of the
CR-academic performance relationship is 0.28. These findings have implications for both personnel
selection processes and student university admission processes. Based on these findings, we suggest
that CR can be used as a tool for making decisions in these two applied domains. Hiring people
with high CRT scores, organizations could improve their performance and productivity, and hence,
encourage organizational sustainability and sustainable employability. In addition, hiring individuals
with high CRT scores might contribute to more harmonious psychological processes [91].
The second contribution has been to demonstrate that CR shared a substantial percentage of
variance with GMA. The true correlation between the two constructs was 0.56, which means that
they shared 31% of the variance. At the same time, this figure also suggests that CR and GMA are
relatively independent constructs and, therefore, the contribution to the prediction of performance can
be cumulated. This was, in fact, the third contribution of this research.
Multiple regression analyses pointed out that the two variables can be used together for a better
prediction of job performance and academic performance. When the CR is included in a regression
equation with GMA, the predictive validity is larger for both types of performance, which means that
CR added validity over and beyond GMA. Nevertheless, although the incremental validity of CR is
relevant, it must be pointed out that the magnitude of the incremental validity is small for both criteria
(i.e., 0.025 in the case of job performance and 0.012 for academic performance). Although, indeed, the
increase in predictive power of cognitive reflection over GMA has been small, it is necessary to point
out that this result has important theoretical implications: (1) the result allows us to explain a greater
amount of variance in performance. Part of the explained variance is not shared by the two measures,
implying that cognitive reflection also contributes to explaining performance variance; and (2) the result
might suggest that general mental capacity and cognitive reflection do not measure exactly the same
cognitive constructs. In this sense, Stanovich [21] stated that intelligence tests are incomplete measures
of cognitive functioning and fail to measure particular cognitive abilities associated with reflection.
For their part, Pennycook and Ross [92] state that CRT, in addition to cognitive ability, indexes a certain
degree of willingness or propensity to think analytically, so that “if someone is not willing to think
analytically, they will not fully exercise their cognitive ability and will not correctly solve the problem.
Naturally, the opposite is also true: if someone does not have enough cognitive capacity, it will not
matter how much time and effort he is willing to spend thinking about the problem” [92]. This may
explain why cognitive reflection and general mental capacity are highly related to each other and,
simultaneously, cognitive reflection adds validation.
Two additional contributions of this research, the fourth and fifth contributions, although not
unique, should be mention. The fourth contribution was that GMA, once again, showed to be the most
relevant cognitive predictor of job performance and academic performance. This finding agrees with the
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results of previous meta-analyses of the relationship between GMA and performance (e.g., [73,86,93].
The fifth contribution was that GMA was shown to predict academic performance independently of
the measure used to evaluate the educational outcomes, although the magnitude of the correlation was
not the same across the three measures of academic performance. Future studies should examine if the
outcome measure is a moderator of the validity of GMA.
Limitations of the Study and Future Research
Like many studies, the current one has some limitations, and three should be specially noticed.
First, the reliability of academic performance measures used in this study could not be estimated.
To correct the correlations for measurement error, we use an empirical distribution of GPA reliability
developed by Salgado and Tauriz [79]. Second, the results of meta-analyses should be taken with caution
since they only integrate 4 samples, and the total sample size is 705 subjects. Third, the CR validity
for predicting job performance was examined with a specific measure of occupational performance
(i.e., assessment center), which is mainly related to task performance. Consequently, the current
findings should not be generalized to other performance dimensions, such as citizenship performance,
innovative performance, and counterproductive performance. Future studies should be conducted to
determine whether CR is also a valid predictor for these performance dimensions.
7. Conclusions
In summary, this research has demonstrated that cognitive reflection is a valid predictor of job
performance and academic performance, showing a degree of predictive validity similar to that of GMA
and other frequently used cognitive and personality assessment procedures. Furthermore, despite
the moderately large magnitude of the correlation between the two predictors, CR added validity
to GMA to predict performance. These findings provide new information to achieve sustainable
selection practices, with better person-job fit and person-organization fit and, as a result, facilitate more
sustainable organizations.
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